As a professor of medicine at Tokyo University, 6 Psawa, of course, was a state employee. By examining these two-way interactions, I demonstrate the complex relationships between agents of the state and private citizens involved in eugenic policy formulation. We can also observe a pattern of transplantation of a foreign idea. Psawa emphasized indigenous customs, including arranged marriage, as conducive to the Japanese adoption of eugenics. This conscious mobilization of local practices as "traditions" is a fairly typical response to Western-inspired modernity in Meiji Japan.
Early Life of Psawa Kenji
Psawa Kenji was born to the family of a Shinto priest in 1852. His name by birth was Pbayashi Ukonji. As a child, Ukonji was adopted by Psawa Genryu, a medical doctor who had been trained in European medicine in Nagasaki and was serving the local Mikawa domain lord in modern day Aichi prefecture. Before leaving for Edo (present day Tokyo) in 1866, Kenji received a samurai education-he studied Confucian classics at a domain school-since the Psawa belonged to the warrior class. Political disturbances, which led to the breakdown of the traditional Tokugawa order and the establishment of the modern Meiji government (the 1868 Meiji Restoration), interrupted Psawa's study at the Shogunal Institute of European Medicine, in the capital city of Edo. Yet, he managed to resume training at the same school after it was taken over by the new Meiji government. In 1870, Meiji leaders sent Psawa, along with 13 other students, to Europe. He pursued his study in medicine at Berlin University. There he took Hermann von Helmholtz's physics and Emil du Bois-Reymond's physiology classes. Although the government wanted him to study pharmacology, du Bois-Reymond's class further stimulated Psawa's interest in physiology, which he had developed while reading imported textbooks in Tokyo. Because of a government policy change, he was called home in 1874 before completing his doctoral study. After a few years of teaching physics and physiology as an instructor at Tokyo University, he resigned the post to finish his postgraduate study in Europe, 1878-1882. This time he specialized in physiology at Strassburg University.
7 He chose Strassburg because the hired foreign (oyatoi gaikokujin) physiologist at Tokyo University, Ernst Tiegel, recommended his former teachers. At Strassburg, he studied closely with the medical chemist Felix Hoppe-Seyler and physiologist Friedlich Leopold Geoltz. Psawa's dissertation research was a neurophysiological study concerned with transmission in dogs' spinal cords.
Upon returning home in 1882, 30-year-old Psawa was immediately appointed Professor of Physiology of the Faculty of Medicine at Tokyo University. He replaced Tiegel as holder of the chair of physiology. As his interest in hygiene grew, Psawa also taught that subject during this time. He also organized an interdisciplinary medical study group whose members, mostly professors, exchanged new knowledge acquired by reading the most recent Western journals in their respective fields. Even after his retirement
